
A Filipino Community IB World School
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Mon, 23 Sep Faculty Professional Development, 
     No Classes
Fri, 27 Sep Student Leadership Training, 8:00 am,   
     Auditorium
Wed, 2 Oct Early Student Release; K-G2=12 noon,  
      G3-8=12:30 pm

Wed, 2 Oct Teachers Prof. Development, afternoon
Fri, 18 Oct MAS Term 1 Recital
Tue, 29 Oct G5 Puberty Fair
Wed, 30 Oct Term 1 Ends
31 Oct-3Nov Term Break, No Classes
Mon, 4 Nov Term 2 Begins, Classes Resume
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The Beacon School
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Dear Beacon School Community, 

Student agency is central to an inquiry based school program.  Developing agency requires students to be 
involved in articulating learning goals for themselves.  With prompts and support from their teachers, students 
cultivate awareness about themselves as learners, what their strengths are as well as the areas that they would 
like to focus on to develop further.  Last Friday, parents received Personal Learning Plans (PLPs), as prepared 
by teachers with input from students.  It is important that parents are aware of student goals articulated in the 
PLPs to facilitate conversations about school and to support child/ren toward their objectives.  Setting goals, 
engaging in learning activities, sharing what they learn, celebrating their learning, reflecting on the process, and 
refining their goals or setting new ones are constant markers in the overall learning journey of a Beacon School 
student.   

The celebration of learning is an essential part of the process of motivating students to work to high standards 
and to be effective in sharing what they have learned with the community.  Rather than simply fulfill assignments 
for their teachers, students engage in activities that simulate real world roles and projects.  These projects 
challenge them to think critically and to produce output that is comprehensive.  Finally, students hone their 
written, oral, and presentation skills and become confident to share their understanding and knowledge directly 
with the community.  They have the opportunity to perform, debate issues of global and national importance, 
dramatize their favorite stories for an audience, explain to the community and a panel of science professors the 
basis for and outcome of science experiments, launch books, hold a market of their own market researched 
and marketed products, assume the role of a notable, contribute to a curated art exhibit, participate in poetry 
readings, share strategies to be more environmentally friendly, participate in sports challenges, and compose 
and perform musical pieces, as just some examples.  

Learning within the context of an inquiry based program is engaging, integrative, collaborative, complex, and 
celebratory.  Filipino Week could not be a better example.  Special thanks to the Filipino Week Committee, the 
support of every teacher, our families, the active participation of students, as well as the resource speakers from 
outside our school community who have been generous to share their talents and stories with our students, as 
acknowledged within this newsletter.  As spirited as the activities throughout the week are, for many students, the 
highlight of the week is the salu-salo.  For that, we are grateful to our Beacon Parent Association who are very 
much invested in ensuring that student growth and achievement are well acknowledged through the celebration 
of learning at Beacon.  Sincerest thanks to all for making the celebration of Filipino Week most memorable!   

Best wishes, 

Mary Chua, Dean of School
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to the Filipino Committee for a very successful celebration of Beacon School 
Filipino Week 2019 with the coordination and support of  Ms. Je Vicente! 

We thank Committee Heads for organizing a fun-filled week: 
Grace Atun, Patricia Salas, MC Carpio, Cecille Leaño, Ish Tiu and 
Francis Buenaventura.

Members: Liana Panlilio, Darcy Grefalde, Maiel Esclabanan, Michelle 
Dizon, Nicole Tobias, Karla Reyes and Darlene Lopez 

Thank you to those who helped decorate our school: Darcy Grefalde, Bernice Tengco, 
Patty Dizon, Chesca Pangilinan, Ines Davila, Audie Laudencia, Lloyd Cascabel, Shaun 
Marasigan, Cecille Leaño, Francis Buenaventura

A special Thank You! to our resource speakers who shared their expertise, knowledge and 
passion with our students:

Speaker Topic Speaker Topic
Marc Licaros Filipino cuisine AJ Dimarucot Graphic design
Karla Delgado Environment Maan Sicam Enterpreneurship
Chesca Altomonte Sports Farishta Chotrani Parol making
Ana Meloto-Wilk Social Enterpreneurship Janice Nati Parol making

Monique Roxas Filipino food
Tinky Cruz who spoke on "Filipino values at work" with guests from Museo ng Katutubong 
Kaalaman, Raymond Santiago, conservator National museum, 
Orly Abacilla, Jolibee Manager, Jane Villalobos and Crew, Mark Edward Flor.
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Guidance: 

Help your child learn the patience, practice, and perseverance he needs to overcome obstacles.

Five-year-old Mateo sits in front of the mirror, 
blowing air through his pursed lips. He wants to 
whistle, just like his grandpa. At first, as he blows 
gently, the faint notes seem promising. Excited, 
he blows a little harder, clenching his mouth into 
an O. But the more he tries, the worse he sounds. 
Suddenly he shouts, “I’ll never learn to whistle!” 
He bolts from his chair, flips it onto the floor, and 
launches himself onto his bed, where he lands in a 
sobbing heap. 
  
Hearing the commotion, his grandfather peeks in 
and asks, “What’s the matter?” 
  
“I stink at whistling! I’ll never be any good,” Mateo 
shrieks. 
  
Frustration is inevitable in childhood, especially when a child struggles to master something new or 
when he’s told he can’t do or have something he wants. Most of us can remember these moments 
from our own childhoods, such as when we first tried to tie our shoes, ride a bike, or hold our breath 
underwater. We all get frustrated when we are unable, or forbidden, to do what we’ve set out to do. The 
resulting feelings of anger, discouragement, and despair can be overwhelming, particularly to young 
children. 
  
The good news is that the challenges that lead predictably to frustration can be turned into opportunities 
for learning. With your help, your child can learn how to confront and overcome frustration and the 
feelings that go with it, a valuable skill that he’ll need his whole life long. 
  
When She Says “I Can’t Do It!” 
Depending on your child’s temperament, frustration might result in tears, silent seething and steaming, 
or blood-curdling shrieks and flying objects. The intensity of a child’s frustration is magnified by how 
insurmountable the barriers seem and how badly she wants to succeed. Until she does, his self-esteem 
is at stake. For a young child surrounded by adults who are competent in so many things she has yet 
to master, it is hard to believe that one day she, too, will master the same skills. “I’m no good at this” is 
only a short step away from “I’m no good at all” in a young child’s mind. 
  
As a child faces each new challenge, he needs to learn three things:

1. How to control feelings of frustration. You can help him learn to soothe himself by 
demonstrating patience and self-control, and by suggesting self-calming strategies, such 
as cuddling with a favorite stuffed animal; singing a favorite song; taking a break and doing 
something fun; or beginning the task again with a smaller step so that there is a first success to 
build on. Your long-term goal is for him to learn to recognize when he’s frustrated and what he 
can do about it on his own. 
 

2. How to believe in herself. You can help her hold on to her sense of self-worth by helping 
her remember her past successes – and the struggles that preceded them. Put her current 
struggle into perspective by recalling other times that she thought she’d never succeed, until 
she did. Help her learn to notice the strengths that she can count on to help her triumph - guts, 
determination, endurance, careful observation (no matter how fledgling some of these qualities 
may still be). 
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 3.  How to keep on trying. You can help your child recognize 
that learning involves trial and error. Mastering a new skill takes 
patience, perseverance, practice, and the confidence that 
success will come. To a young child, achieving success, whether 
it’s writing his name or hitting a baseball for the first time, can 
seem monumental.
 
Instead of recognizing that failure is temporary, a child often 
concludes, “I’ll neversucceed.” That is why encouragement is 
by far the most important gift you can give your frustrated child. 
Take her dejection seriously, but help her look at her challenge 
differently: “Never,” you might reply, “is an awfully long time.” 

Eventually, she’ll learn from your encouraging words to talk herself out of giving up.
 
Helping Your Child Cope with “No” 
The other form of childhood frustration arises when “I want” meets “You can’t.” When you tell your child 
that he can’t have that candy bar, or stay up past his bedtime, he’s bound to struggle. Once he gives in 
to your requests, of course, he’ll be angry and disappointed. Every day your child invests so much of his 
energy in fulfilling his desires, and he usually expects your support. But in these situations, you play a 
very different role: You say, “No. And I mean it!” Now rather than encouraging him to persevere when he 
can’t have his way, you need to help him let go of his wish and accept reality. 
  
Though she may hold you responsible for her frustration, you still need to help her get it under 
control. The first two lessons she will need to learn from these types of experiences are similar to the 
ones she will learn when facing new challenges: how to cool down heated emotions and develop an 
understanding that her value as a person is independent of always getting what she wants. 
  
The third lesson, though, is for parents. When your child can’t get what he wants, you must learn 
perseverance and endurance. If you have wavered in the past, for example, about candy at the 
checkout counter, your child will be even more frustrated the next time you try to say no. You can 
certainly empathize with your child’s wish at first, even if you’ve decided that it can’t be satisfied: “I know 
how badly you want it, but I just can’t let you.” Then, if you stick to your guns, your child will learn that 
he can balance his wishes with the demands of reality, just as you do. 
  
A child who fails to learn these lessons is bound to be unhappy. She’ll take such frustration personally, 
focusing on what she can’t have rather than learning to accept that she can’t always get what she 
wants. Teaching these important lessons takes a delicate balance of empathy and limits. When you 
remain calm, it is easier for your child to be reassured that her desires will not be allowed to rage out of 
control, and that not getting this or that may turn out to be less important than it first seems. If you are 
hesitant about saying no when you must, you miss out on teaching your child that living with unsatisfied 
wishes is a necessity, and not necessarily such a terrible thing. 
  
Try these strategies to help your child live with the reality that all his wishes cannot be satisfied, while 
still sustaining his motivation to express and fulfill his needs:

  Be firm, and stand your ground. 
 

  Pick your battles. Look for opportunities to balance no with yes. 
 

  Offer choices that you can live with — which book to read, which ice cream flavor to eat, and so 
on. Don’t give choices that you’ll need to take back. 
 

  Empathize with your child’s frustration, and let her know that it is understandable. But don’t give in 
to dramatizing her disappointment. She needs to learn to put it into perspective. 
 

 

 TO THE FOLLOWING WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THIS ISSUE: 
Michelle Dizon,  Je Vicente, IT Staff and Cat Ledesma
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  Make it clear that other people’s needs are important, too, 
even when facing them means dealing with frustration. Help 
your child feel proud that he can handle his own frustration in 
order to be fair or helpful to others. 
 

  Don’t protect your child from her own frustration. She may 
come to feel that she can’t count on herself to face reality, 
and that you don’t think she’s up to learning to manage her 
feelings. 
 

  Remember that your child will feel reassured both by your 
limits and by your respect for his growing ability to settle 
down and control himself.

With each new accomplishment, your child learns the indispensable value of patience, practice, and 
perseverance. With each drama of unfulfilled desire overcome, she gains confidence in her ability to 
withstand frustration and disappointment, to be the master of her feelings rather than a victim of them.

Source: "Fight Frustration.” Scholastic, 6 Nov. 2012, www.scholastic.com/parents/family-life/social-
emotional-learning/social-skills-for-kids/fight-frustration.html. Date accessed 6 November 2018

 

 
If you plan on applying for a sibling of a current Beacon School 
student, please reach out to the Admissions Office by October 1, 2019.
 
Steps:
 
1. Email admissions@beaconschool.ph to let us know that you will be 

applying and request for the Admissions forms (also available on the 
Beacon website). 

 
2. Submit completed application forms to the Admissions Office.  

Applications are processed on a first come, first served basis 
(applications are dated from the time complete documentation has 
been received). 

 
The Admissions Office will contact you in late 2019, early 2020 to 
schedule a sit in for your child.

www.scholastic.com/parents/family-life/social-emotional-learning/social-skills-for-kids/fight-frustration.html
www.scholastic.com/parents/family-life/social-emotional-learning/social-skills-for-kids/fight-frustration.html
mailto:admissions%40beaconschool.ph?subject=
mailto:admissions%40beaconschool.ph?subject=
https://www.beaconschool.ph
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Beacon Academy Delegates to 
World Scholar's Cup Qualify for 

Tournament of Champions
Congratulations to the Beacon Academy’s delegates to the World 
Scholar’s Cup Manila Global Round on their various accomplishments. 
Held last September 6-11 at the Newport Performing Arts Center, all the 
Academy’s teams who joined qualified for the Tournament of Champions 
which will be held on November 8-13 in Yale University, USA. 

Also awarded as Beacon Academy Top Scholar during this events was 
Beacon School alumna Karina Y..  Here is a list of the teams that   
competed, their accomplishments, and some reflections.

Team 517
Karina Y.
Max A.

Adrien C.

Team 518
Raja F.
Ashley T.
Jacob F.

Team 519
Miguel A.
Hermes R.
Bianca A.

Team 520
Lara R.
Emma S.
Riann P.

Team 521
Mik D.
Billie C.
Anton V.

 
INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

EVENT SILVER GOLD
Debate Maxine, Anton, Riann,      

Raja, Mik
Billie, Karina, Lara (#10)

Scholar’s Challenge 
Social Studies Lara, Riann, Emma, Jacob Karina
Special Area Emma, Ashley Bianca, Riann, Adrien
History Riann, Karina
Literature Billie, Jacob
Science Riann
Writing Lara, Mik, Jacob, Karina Hermes, Billie, Emma, Ashley, 

Maxine, Adrien, Rian
Overall Scholar Riann, Lara, Karina
Da Vinci Scholar Miguel (#1)

TEAM AWARDS
EVENT SILVER GOLD

Debate Team 521
Team 520

Challenge Team 520 Team 517
Collaborative Writing Team 521 Team 518

Team 520
Team 517

Scholar’s Bowl Team 521
Team 520

Overall Team Champions Team 521
Team 517
Team 520

WSC was truly a memorable and enjoyable experience. The debate motions and writing prompts really 
challenged us to look at the world from various, new perspectives. It was nice to see the exchange of 
ideas and cultures among the 600+ senior scholars from different nations. Despite the unusual meal 
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schedules and stressful events, I am grateful for this experience and am looking forward to what’s 
ahead for us. 
        - Riann P., Grade 10, Beacon Academy

The Manila Round Globals was my second WSC Globals experience and I am glad to say that all 
of our blood, sweat, and tears were worth it. Each one of us went into the competition extremely 
nervous, and as the head of our delegation, I felt a lot of pressure on my shoulders as well. With all five 
teams qualifying, I am extremely proud of all 15 of us, and thankful to everyone who encouraged and 
supported us along the way. 
       - Maxine A., Grade 12, Beacon Academy 

Invitation: The Beacon Academy Parents Open House | 
October 15, Tuesday

The Beacon Academy would like to invite all interested parents to join them on October 15, Tuesday 
for the return of their highly successful Open House Program. This is a chance for parents to sit-in on 
classes, attend a discussion-based learning session, tour the campus, and chat with the Academy's 
students. This event is also open to friends of the Beacon community, so please spread the word. A 
shuttle from Beacon School and back will also be provided. 

Please click on this Google Form to RSVP to this event: https://forms.gle/gdDVf9hCcaGwoBuC6

https://forms.gle/gdDVf9hCcaGwoBuC6

